SEL-C234AF EIA-232 Fiber-Optic Serial Cable
Cable for connecting a Computer or Terminal to a DTE device with a 9-pin female connector

Part Number: C 2 3 4 A F -

**Cable Jacket**
- Standard Duty Zipcord Fiber-Optic Cable (C805Z02)
- Heavy-Duty Duplex Fiber-Optic Cable (C805D02)*

**Length**
Specify in feet with leading zeros (Example: 5 Feet = 0005) Max length 1000 Feet

* Additional Cost

1. Includes one each of the SEL-2800M1 and SEL-2800F1 Fiber-Optic Transceivers, plus specified fiber-optic cable. To verify your cable application, use the Cable Selector at [https://www.selinc.com/CableSelector/](https://www.selinc.com/CableSelector/).
2. Indoor Use Only, Riser rated (OFNR).
3. For Indoor and Outdoor use, Riser rated (OFNR).
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